Spring 2024 Restricted UCLA Samueli School of Engineering Courses - Concurrent Enrollment
(March 21, 2024)

Bioengineering C102
Bioengineering 110
Bioengineering 121
Bioengineering C147
Bioengineering 167L
Bioengineering 176
Bioengineering 180L
Bioengineering CM187

Chemical Engineering 101C
Chemical Engineering 102B
Chemical Engineering 103
Chemical Engineering 104A
Chemical Engineering 104B
Chemical Engineering 104C
Chemical Engineering 104CL
Chemical Engineering 104D
Chemical Engineering 108B
Chemical Engineering C116
Chemical Engineering C125
Chemical Engineering C128
Chemical Engineering C146

Civil and Environmental Engineering M20
Civil and Environmental Engineering 103
Civil and Environmental Engineering 110
Civil and Environmental Engineering 129L
Civil and Environmental Engineering 135L
Civil and Environmental Engineering 143
Civil and Environmental Engineering 156A
Civil and Environmental Engineering C159
Civil and Environmental Engineering 180

All Computer Science courses are restricted

Electrical and Computer Engineering 3
Electrical and Computer Engineering 100
Electrical and Computer Engineering 101B
Electrical and Computer Engineering 110
Electrical and Computer Engineering 110L
Electrical and Computer Engineering 111L
Electrical and Computer Engineering 113
Electrical and Computer Engineering 115A
Electrical and Computer Engineering 115C
Electrical and Computer Engineering 115DW
Electrical and Computer Engineering 121DB
Electrical and Computer Engineering 128
Electrical and Computer Engineering M146
Electrical and Computer Engineering M148

Electrical and Computer Engineering 163DB
Electrical and Computer Engineering 180DW
Electrical and Computer Engineering 183DB
Electrical and Computer Engineering 188

Engineering 2
Engineering 95
Engineering 96A
Engineering 96G
Engineering 96I
Engineering 96R
Engineering M103
Engineering 110
Engineering 180
Engineering 183EW
Engineering 188EW
Engineering 192
Engineering 195

Materials Science 90L
Materials Science 104
Materials Science 111L
Materials Science 121
Materials Science 121L
Materials Science 132
Materials Science 140B
Materials Science 151
Materials Science 161L

Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering M20
Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering 82
Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering 94
Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering 107
Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering 157
Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering 157A
Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering 157W
Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering 162E
Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering 183A
Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering C187L